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Introduction:  Most robotic space 

exploration missions return one primary product: 

science data. Regardless of the target – the Earth, 

planets in our solar system, the sun, or deep space,  

new science instruments will continue to generate 

more data, requiring more efficient processing 

approaches that enable advanced mission operations 

and speed scientific progress. 

         To maximize the value of each bit returned to 

Earth, instruments will increasingly need to select 

carefully the subset of total data to be prioritized for 

return, as in the future, compression and transmission 

of the full data volume will not be feasible. To perform 

this selection optimally, a fundamental goal is to 

enable the concept of science autonomy, where 

instruments collect measurement data, perform 

selected science data analyses onboard, and then 

autonomously and iteratively act upon those analyses 

through self-adjustment and tuning of instrument 

parameters, to yield an optimal and compact data set 

for return. Indeed, the selection of the next operation(s) 

to be run following preliminary measurements, without 

requiring ground-in-the-loop, increases mission 

efficiency and allows for successful shorter duration 

missions in hazardous planetary environments. This 

could also allow missions to prioritize the most 

compelling or time-critical data, yielding a more 

efficient and productive scientific investigation overall. 

Ultimately instruments destined for outer 

solar system mission targets will need to baseline 

efficient analysis of their own data to make decisions 

about mission operations and prioritize data returned to 

Earth. As a first step in the area of separation mass 

spectrometry, we have begun to apply machine 

learning (ML) techniques to data from the flight-like 

engineering model of the Mars Organic Molecule 

Analyzer (MOMA). MOMA is a dual-source mass 

spectrometer-based investigation onboard the ExoMars 

rover Rosalind Franklin, that will search for past or 

present life on the Martian surface and subsurface 

through solid sample analysis. This effort, in 

preparation for operating on Mars, is aimed at 1) 

helping the ExoMars science and operations team 

quickly analyze new data and, 2) getting a better 

understanding of the challenges to enable science 

autonomy in future missions. 

 

Methodology:  We present our 

implementation using different ML techniques (i.e., 

clustering, classification) and the two significant 

challenges we faced, namely 1) sufficient data volume 

from these unique and highly optimized instruments to 

train neural networks (NN), and 2) sufficient trust in 

the system. Both challenges will be common to most, 

if not all, planetary science instruments. To deal with 

the data volume challenge, we discuss adopting 

transfer learning techniques to fine-tune NN trained on 

large amounts of commercial instrument data to 

operate on our limited MOMA dataset (fig. 1). For the 

‘trust’ challenge, as it is not always clear what we are 

looking for in planetary science, we must consider 

agile ML applications proving to scientists that it will 

not filter out potentially groundbreaking data. We will 

discuss our concept of a Trust Readiness Level (TRL) 

for science autonomy akin to the NASA Technology 

Readiness Level. 

 

 

Preliminary results: We used MOMA Engineering 

Test Unit (ETU) data to develop initial ML algorithms 

and strategies as a proof of concept and to design 

software for supporting intelligent operations for 

autonomous systems. First results of this study show 

that 1) the preliminary categorization achieved using 

unsupervised algorithms as a filtering stage could 

permit autonomous operations such as prioritization of 

data to be sent to Earth, and 2) the prediction made 

using supervised learning algorithms  could assist the 

scientists in their decision-making process during 

space operations. These initial results illustrate a path 

where on board processes can make decisions about re-

tuning parameters specific for the studied sample, and 

therefore enable first generation science autonomy. 

Full science autonomy, which is our ultimate goal, will 

minimize ground-to-space interactions and similarly 

Figure 1: Illustration of ML techniques: basic learning (left) and 

transfer learning (right)  
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maximize the science return from future missions to 

challenging locations in our solar system and beyond. 
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